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PUKKAMEX

The world’s first leveraged cryptocurrency derivative trading platform that shares its revenue with its token holders.

Pukkamex is feature rich, easy to use, secure & reliable and is available in Arabic, English and other languages.
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pukkamex is setting the gold standard for the exchange of the future.

Easy to use for the beginner and powerful enough for the most experienced trader. pukkamex offers features never seen before.

pukkamex does everything our competitors do, we just do it bigger, faster and better. We also offer competitive features that will blow all other trading platforms right out of the water.

With our copy trading platform you can copy top traders from the leader board in return for a percentage share of the profit you made; the platform does everything for you, all you have to do is follow your favorite trader.

Our liquidation engine is forgiving, giving you a chance to make your money back and then some even if your position isn’t initially going your way. No more waking up to blown up accounts, we liquidate positions incrementally.

We support multiple languages including Arabic and English and offer a wide range of derivatives; whether you are day trading, investing or hedging you will find the best tools to compliment your trading strategy. Crypto investment is becoming quite popular among people as it is an effective way to make a profit if you have a basic knowledge of trading. According to the lena meyer landrut bitcoin system, famous German singer Lena Meyer-Landrut has reportedly invested in crypto. Overall, investing in cryptocurrency offers several potential benefits, but it is important to do your research and invest responsibly.

Revenue share; 25% of gross revenue is distributed to PUX holders every Sunday at 12:00 GMT. Earn money by simply moving your trading account to pukkamex and purchasing PUX tokens.

Read our whitepaper to learn more.


























PUX



PUX tokens are at the heart of pukkamex, pukkamex is an exchange by the people for the people. We share 25% of our gross revenue with PUX holders.
















Reliability & simplicity

Existing trading platforms and exchanges are built on old infrastructure, they are unresponsive and unreliable during times of high volatility when it matters most. Exchanges are also difficult to navigate and require a long learning curve. pukkamex is faster and better and is easy to use for novice and powerful enough for the expert.











Industry low trading fees

We charge 0.075% taker fee and 0.025% maker rebate, an industry low. We also distribute 25% of revenue to PUX holders, nothing else compares to our structure. You can also benefit from 1 month of free trading if you sign up early.









Security

Exchange security has proven a very real problem that has only been solved by utilizing cold storage. All our funds are stored securely offline on multi sig cold storage wallets.











Our Solution

Enter pukkamex

Lightning fast crypto derivative trading platform, simple to use, yet offering all the tools and instruments expert traders need to hedge or trade the underlying assets.

We offer cutting edge, never seen before features in a multitude of languages.

Best of all pukkamex shares the revenue that you help create with you!

Purchase PUX tokens today.

 

Want to see our pitch deck? get in touch on [email protected]













The Tokens





PUX

The pukkamex native token; PUX is an ERC20 token built on the ethereum blockchain. While ERC20 tokens like PUX play diverse roles in cryptocurrency networks, some individuals might explore their potential uses within the realm of Bitcoin casinos. You may refer sites like https://www.thequint.com/brandstudio/partner-top-10-bitcoin-casino-sites-for-crypto-gambling if you’re interested in finding the best Bitcoin casinos.

PUX holders receive 25% of pukkamex’s gross revenue every Sunday at 12:00 GMT.

PUX tokens are tradeable against a BTC and ETH pair on platform and DEXes.













Start

AUG 1, 2019 (9:00AM GMT)







Number of tokens for sale

150,000,000 PUX (60%)







End

SEP 1, 2019 (11:00AM GMT)



 



Tokens exchange rate

$0.05







Acceptable currencies

BTC, ETH & Fiat (US$)







Minimal transaction amount

Under Review
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PURCHASE PUX TOKENS TODAY 





















Initial Token Distribution











Sale Proceed Allocation




















The Roadmap





With help from our teams, contributors and investors these are the milestones we are looking forward to achieve.













September 2018

Project start:
Development, legal structure & seed stage contributions accepted. Launch on social media and sign up page on website.




May 2019

Off Chain Prototype:
Private sale contributions accepted, fully working off chain prototype released to the community & strategic partnerships.




June 2019

Full-Scale Product:
Presale completion, full Scale Marketing & on chain prototype.




August 2019

Launch & Distribution:
Ready for launch with BTC derivatives, PUX listed on trade on pukkamex and decentralized exchanges. Smart contract distributes first round of revenue share
to PUX holders




January 2020

Expansion:
Derivatives on Ether, LTC, EOS, XMR, XRP & BCH added to pukkamex. Target market share achieved.



















Try Our Prototype





Available May 2019












Setting the standard for the exchange of the future.















The Team





With over 50 years of shared experience in financial markets, crypto, business development, sales, and software development, our team is perfectly positioned to make pukkamex the number 1 trading platform the world over.













 


Ahmad Sharkatly

Chief Executive Officer
	













 


Mohammad Masri

Head of Compliance
	













 


Fuad Abujaber

Chief Communication Officer
	













 


Mahmoud Sharkatly

Head of Business Development
	













 


Laith Alghoul

Blockchain Engineer & Frontend Lead
	


















The Advisory board









 


Nayef Copty

API, High Frequency & Algo Trading Advisor
	













 


Shaikh Almualla

Director, Persici LTD
	













 


Naviin Kapoor

ICO and Blockchain Advisor
	


























Frequently Asked Questions





Below we’ve provided a bit of General, PUX Token, Token Sale, and few others FAQ. If you have any other questions, please get in touch using the contact form below.








	General
	PUX Tokens
	Token Sale


General





What is Pukkamex?

Pukkamex is a crypto derivative high leverage trading platform that shares its revenue with its userbase and token holders. 







How is revenue paid?

The revenue is paid out via smart contract every Sunday 12 PM GMT. Revenue will be distributed in the Ether equivalent to the USD revenue generated and paid directly into the PUX holders ERC-20 address. Each holder will receive a revenue share relative to their PUX holdings.







Do you have a prototype?

A prototype is scheduled for launch early April 2019. A Fully functional MVP will be up and running, open to the community, May 2019. Our full scale launch will be on 1st August 2019. 







What competitive advantages do you have over other trading platforms?

Mainly three; copy trading, revenue distribution, and liquidation mechanism. Refer to our white paper and website for more details or email us on [email protected] for more information.







What about trading fees?

We charge an industry low of 0.075% taker fee and a 0.025% maker rebate.







Why should I sign up for early access?

You will get early access to trade on Pukkamex in addition to 1 month of zero-fee trading.









PUX Tokens





What is the utility of the pukkamex token?

The native Pukkamex token is PUX. PUX holders get a 25% gross revenue share







What blockchain is the PUX token built on?

PUX tokens ar ERC-20 compliant tokens, built on the Ethereum blockchain.







Can you tell me more about PUX tokenomics?

A fully detailed sheet is available for download on our homepage. 







What determine the price of PUX tokens on exchanges?

Forces of supply and demand. However, the PUX tokens can be valued using a DCF model.









Token Sale





What currencies can I use to purchase PUX tokens?

You accept contributions in BTC, USD or ETHER during our private sale. Only ETH contributions are accepted during the crowd sale







How do I participate in the token sale?

You can contribute starting today by clicking on the “purchase PUX tokens today” on our homepage. We are currently offering favorable terms and conditions. Alternatively, you can email us on [email protected] for more information.







Do I need to whitelist for the crowdsale?

Yes, Whitelisting is required.







What is the ICO token price?

0.05$/ PUX.







Is there a minimum contribution amount?

A minimum and maximum amount per participant will be set closer to the ICO date. 







What wallet should I use to contribute?

You can use any ERC-20 standard wallet. Make sure your contribution does NOT come from an exchange wallet. 







What is the token sale soft and hard caps?

Soft cap for the project is 1.5 million and hard cap is set at 3.75 million US$.







When will I get my PUX tokens?

Your tokens will be distributed to the same wallet from which the contribution was sent upon confirmation of the contribution on the Ethereum blockchain.







What is the maximum discount given to private sale participants?

Private sale discount is tranche based ranging from 15-30% depending on amount contributed and value added.







Will there be a lockup period for private sale participants?

Yes, the tokens will be locked up for 3 months after launch. There is no lockup for pre and crowd sale participants.







Will US citizens be allowed to participate in the ICO?

Due to the uncertain regulatory landscape in the US, Canada and China, citizens and residents of said countries will not be allowed to participate. Geo fencing and KYC will be used to enforce this. 






















Get In Touch













Any question? Reach out to us and we’ll get back to you shortly.

	Interested in a seed or private sale allocation? [email protected]
	Questions? [email protected]
	teleJoin us on Telegram
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Your Email



Your Message
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As seen in
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2019 © pukkamex All Rights Reserved.


Access or use of the Services or the Trading Platform is prohibited if you are located, incorporated or otherwise established in, or a citizen or resident of: (i) the United States of America, The Peoples Republic of China, Canada, Cuba, Crimea and Sevastopol, Iran, Syria, North Korea or Sudan; (ii) any state, country or other jurisdiction that is embargoed by the United States of America. 










































